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Three “gritty, vivid, and suspenseful” books in the Edgar Award–winning series featuring South Florida PI MaxThree “gritty, vivid, and suspenseful” books in the Edgar Award–winning series featuring South Florida PI Max

Freeman (Harlan Coben).Freeman (Harlan Coben).

From a writer who “adds new dimensions of depth and substance to the modern crime novel,” this thrilling and

critically acclaimed series follows a tormented ex-cop from Philadelphia to South Florida on a quest to earn

redemption for his dark past (Michael Connelly).

 

The Blue Edge of Midnight: After a shootout during a convenience store holdup led to the accidental death of a

twelve-year-old, Max Freeman left the Philadelphia police department behind for a life in exile in the Florida

Everglades. Since then, he’s lived in seclusion, haunted by guilt, with the humid night and the nocturnal predators of

the swamp as his only company. But everything changes when he discovers a young girl’s body floating in the muddy

waters and becomes the prime suspect for her murder. To prove his innocence, Freeman must find the real killer—

and confront his own tortured soul—before it’s too late.

 

A Visible Darkness: When five elderly women are murdered in Fort Lauderdale, Max Freeman is determined to get

to the bottom of it. His friend, lawyer Billy Manchester, believes the crimes are tied to a conspiracy to collect on the

women’s life insurance policies. But when Freeman uncovers a shocking betrayal, he soon realizes the gruesome plot

reaches further than anyone thought possible. Now, it’s a race against the clock to hunt down the psychopath behind

the murders—before the killer sets his sights on Freeman himself.
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Shadow Men: In the 1920s, three of Mark Mayes’s ancestors left to help build the first road through the Everglades,

backbreaking labor from which they never returned. Now, decades later, Mayes has discovered letters that point to

murder as the cause of their disappearance, and he hires Max Freeman to investigate. But as Freeman follows the

trail of evidence, he incurs the wrath of the corporation that built the road—and realizes the case may not be as cold

as everyone assumed.
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